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Securitization in international relations is the process of state actors transforming subjects into matters of
"security": an extreme version of politicization that enables extraordinary means to be used in the name of
security. Issues that become securitized do not necessarily represent issues that are essential to the
objective survival of a state, but rather represent issues where someone ...
Securitization (international relations) - Wikipedia
6. Hyper-Dimensional Entities: Cosmic Predator / Mud Shadow (Shamanic a la Castaneda) Out of all the
descriptions of hyper-dimensional entities thus far presented, the descriptions given by Carlos Castaneda in
his 12th and final book, The Active Side of Infinity, are the most disturbing for me personally.I still remember
reading it in my early 20s and being shocked to my core.
What Mystics & Prophets Revealed - The Freedom Articles
The 2003 invasion of Iraq was the first stage of the Iraq War (also called Operation Iraqi Freedom).The
invasion phase began on 20 March 2003 and lasted just over one month, including 21 days of major combat
operations, in which a combined force of troops from the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia and
Poland invaded Iraq.This early stage of the war formally ended on 1 May 2003 when ...
2003 invasion of Iraq - Wikipedia
An article from the JTA reports â€œThe confessed perpetrator in the attack in Norway that killed as many as
98 people espoused a right-wing philosophy against Islam that also purports to be pro-Zionistâ€¦ Anders
Behring Breivik is charged with detonating a car bomb outside Osloâ€™s government headquarters, which
houses the office of Norwegian Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg, and of shooting ...
Norway Killer Exposed as a Masonic Pro-Zionist | INCOG MAN
The Essential Saker II: Civilizational Choices and Geopolitics / The Russian challenge to the hegemony of
the AngloZionist Empire
Debunking the Fatima hoax | The Vineyard of the Saker
The Satanic Pedophilia Network. which underlies the New World Order was again exposed in the last few
months by another brave whistleblower. Australian woman Fiona Barrett showed a ton of courage in going
public at a Sydney press conference in October 2015 and naming names. Fiona, a former victim of Satanic
ritual abuse and part of an international VIP pedophile ring, not only exposed the ...
Satanic Pedophilia Network Exposed in Australia (Just like
In 1996, Henry Patterson and his Negro homie forced at gun or knife point 43 year-old Ida Strouth, her 9
year-old son, Jacob and a neighborhood pal who just happened to be there at the time, down into the
basement.
Blacks Really Are Monstrously Evil â€” TOTALLY | INCOG MAN
The Essential Saker II: Civilizational Choices and Geopolitics / The Russian challenge to the hegemony of
the AngloZionist Empire
Russian Exodus from the West | The Vineyard of the Saker
tantra sodomy and homosexuality in satanic ritual - homo-occultism, forced pederasty, tantra, sodomy, anal
sex
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TANTRA, SODOMY AND HOMOSEXUALITY IN SATANIC RITUAL
Can Trump move the US Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem? He can. But it would be criminal and a bad
idea. [Clip: â€œWhen the United States stands with Israel the chances of peace really rise and rises
exponentially. Thatâ€™s what will happen when Donald Trump is President of the United States. We ...
Donâ€™t Move The Embassy Mr Trump! | Real Jew News
Spring Fever of button-pushers on Okhotny Row Let me remind you that the United Nations Human Rights
Committee at the Committee meeting in Geneva on 11-29 July 2011 adopted the "General Comment #34"
(document CCPR/C/GC/34).
AntiMatrix: Site, which powers of evil are trying to destroy
01 December 2015 Reminder, this Article represents my opinion only, as we know the more important are the
Garabandal Messages indicated on the home page of this Blog, thank you. It looks that my article about the
Garabandal Warning Year as the Year 2018 had some succes, the article has been read by many visitors
fromâ€¦
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